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PREFACe'

If good elementary science programs were'easy -to come

by, most schools would have one. Needless to say, it

isn't easy and most schools don't. Problems abound with

science programs; teachers often lack preparation in science,

they don't feel confident about teaching it, time is cramped,

supplies and equipment are lacking, leadership for science

is difficult to find. The li,st could go on and-on. Your

school is probably faced with one or more of these problems.

Fortunately, there are many good science programs:

prograMs that get kids excited, programs that teachers enjoy.

'and do a good job of teaching, programs that have the

suppoit of the school community, and programs in which

children learn science processes, concepts, and attitudes

valuable to their Jives now and in the future. We can'learn

from those programs. Through our own observations, through

what' others have written, and7through research we knoWthe

characteristics of good elementary science Pro ams. The

purpose of this Handbook is to help you to identify some of

the characteristics and.use them to assess the effectiveness

of your omm science curriculum.

There are two, major but closely related, parts to

Characteristics of a Good Elementary Science Program.

Part A is the "Principal's Checklist of Characteristics

4

Good Elementary Science Program." It includes selected

N

characteristics of good elementary science programs stated

in the form of questions. .We urge you. to use the Checklist

to assess your own science program. Part B, "Elaboration
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the Principal's. Checklist of Characteristics of a Gogd

Elementary Science Program," is the companion document keyed

by number and/or letter to each questj.on onAhe Checklist.

It provides suggestions and specific recommendations to make'

the Checklist more meaningful and useful to you.' We hope

you will use both as you seek to improve your, science.

curriculum.

This Handbook is part of a National Science Teachers

Association project titled "Promoting Science Among ple-

mentary Schodl Principals." There4are four Handbooks in the

series: 'Handbook I, titled Science Teaches Basic Skills;

Handbook II, The Principal's Role in Elementary School

Science; Handbook III, Characteristics of a Good Elementary

Science Program; and Handbook IV, What Research Says About

Elementary School Science.

4

I Ken Mechling
Donna Oliver
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ELABORATION OF 'THE PRINCIPAL'S CHECKLIST V01:t
A.GQ0D ELEMENTARY SCIENCE PROGRAM

I. ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS

In this section we have identified admiAotrtiv.%
I

characteristics which can make or break. a, g004 Ocienc%

program. Specifically, the Handbook will help
'review your science 'curriculum plan, focus 00 17"y fhy

vn

science in your school budget, help you to &MOP gout

leadership role in the science Program, 044

your staff development practices.

I.A. YOUR SCIENCE CURRICULUM PLAN,

A good elementary science prograrti 130 PIapn%ci

science experiences for all -grade leve10. 14°76, 4N0

principal you should be sure that the sA,ell

program design is clear, logical, And SoWntial:

that there is a diStifiction between gkaN1/e/s;

and that there is a minimum of overl.,a

classes and grades. .Children-are very ONOitive

-.3

to boring and needless repetition. Si1 good

science programs, we don't hear kids sa1Ar14, 0011,

we studied that last yer."

A1good science prograM is guided W

ments co'goals and objectives. postato and

Weingartner(1), lin their book Lea.chi4.nA
Subversive Activity, recommend that .E,ealler
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am I going to do today? What's it good for? HoW

do I know? We need to ask those kinds of questions

about' our science programs,.

What do you want the children in your school

to be able to do as a result of studying science?

What knowledge, skills, and attitudes should they

have? What value is science .to *heir lives?

What's science good for?.

Answers to questions such as these can be

translated by you and your staff into statements

of goals and objectives--statements that can

provide .direction, statements that give you

targets to shoot for.

"Goals are, broad statements. -that gi;ie general

direction. Here are some examples of goal

statements from several school science curriculum

plans\:

Science'should help our children to solve

everyday problems by thinking critically and

creatively.

Science should help our Children to under-

stand the environment'and'deal with it

effectively..

Objectives more specifically identify what

the childreri should accomplish in science. Here

are some objectives:



The student will identify and name the

planets.

The student will infer one or more causes in

exploring an event.

The student will describe the causes of

seasons, climates, weather, and day and

night,

The student will record; organize, and

interpret data.

The student will cite examples of the life

cycles and the life _processes of, living

things.

While it might be nice to have teachers do

their own things in:science, it simply doesn't

make good sense-for_individual teachers to decide.

what their students will learn. ',Such a program

Would surely lack both continuity and sequencing

,and lead >to sporadic_andrepetitious science

experiences. Unfortunately, in many schools for

many children, the lack of a written science

curriculum plan means no science at all.

The science curriculum plan shouid be

functional-=not something that's written and

allowed to gather dust on a shelfin the principal's



'office.. It should be your plan,:developed by your::

school Community, for.your'school, and useful to

your teachers and anyone else who needs to know
o

.Where your science prOgt-am-i.s7going, how-you- li---

get there, and how you'll know when you've arrived.

I.A.3. YoU should examine the basic goals of

education in your state to determine if your

science curriculum plan is consistent with'them.

If you live in California, you would want to

consult the Science Framework for California

Public Schools. If you are in Pennsylvania, you

would want to consult the Goals of Quality

Education. Undoubtedly, there are some overall

goals for education in your state that you can

examine to see if your program plan matches the

requirements.

I.A.4. The preparation of a good science cur-

riculum plan invblves everybody responsible for

implementing and sustaining t. The ancient

maxim "Let all apprOve what touches all," is

certainly appropriate here': Not only will you

have the benefit of the individual and collective

. wisdom of your staff as the plan is being de-

veloped, but they will be more likely to implement

it effectively if they have had a stake in pre-

paring it.

4



While it may not be possible to-Involve

everyone in the school community in the actual

pkeparation of the plan, advice can be sought

periodically, reactions to written drafts can bea_

requested, briefings can be presented and every-

one involved can be kept informed' of progress

toward its preparation. The plan should not be a

surprise to anyone.

I.A.5. Science is taught in a-lot of schools

because it has always been taught, or because it's

in the curriculum guide, or because the state says

it must be taught. One of the most important

considerations in developing a science curriculum

plan is to ensure that science learning will be

valuable to the lives of the children. The

written plan should provide evidende that the

basic reasons for teaching science have been

considered. When we ask the.question, "What's

science good for?", we need to come up with some

Concrete, convincing answers; not educational

gobbledygook.

Glenn Blough(2) describes the broad purposes

of the elementary-school:,

.Certainly we must. teach the skills o

reading,: writing, and arithmetic for they are

essential equipment for enjoyment for

gaining informtion and for communication.



Add the ability to useour 'ha/14$ to maketheM

do what we want.them-to dO, and the skill of

seeing things around us and seeing them.
_ .

accurately. Include the skill: listening
O

intelligently-and of speaking effectively, so

that we can express our ideas coherently and
O.

accurately. And the skill of sensing pro-

blems and solving them in a scientific way,

so that results are dependable. Thisin-

cludes being open-minded, fair, careful at
o

arriving at conclusions, accurate, and'free

of prejudice and superstition.'

WithoUt goIngTinto details and tech-

`nicalities, we can sum up.theoobjectiveS this

way: The goal is to help children gain the

ideas understgndings,andAskills essential-'

to-becoming. well-rounded adults who have

achieved their fullest potential.

of

Science is important in the total elementary

school curriculum because it is intrinsic to the

goals of the entire school experience, both .in

content and in basic skills development. As we

read-what Blough has said, we can see how.science

can contribute to the livesof the children.

I.A.6. A weakness in many science programs is the

failure to provide time for science in theschool



schedule. Thispresents a perfect opportunity for

teachers simply to avoid teaching science.

are many who believe that the individual teacher

does not have the right or prerogative to exclude

or minimize the attention given to any

matter area of the curriculum. The teacher-should

not, for personal or other reasons, become an

impediment to effective instruction'in science or

any other subject(3).

.0ne way to ensure that science will be taught

to include it in the school schedule and allot

specified times or periods for teaching it on a

daily or weekly basis. One recommended time

allotment is 20-30 minutes per day for K-3 and 30-,

40 minutes per day for grades 4-6-. Some schools

set.aside three days a week for science, withan

average of 40-60 minutes per. day.: Other schools

merely stipulate a definite amount of time per

week, usually 120-180 minutes, and let the teacher

allocate the time as needed throughout the week(4).

Having an allotted time for science increases

the likelihood that it will be taught. TiMe for

science in teachers' schedules also provides you

with an excellent opportunity to visit science

classrooms to observe-sbience teaching and learning

in action*and to assess the'overall effectiveness

of your school's science program.

1



.I.A.7. Teachers need understand the

science instruction, the curriculum plan, and the

time allocation. ThisinformatiOn should be in

writing, perhaps included as a part of the overall

elementary school curriculum plan:- It could b

presented and discussed at a staff meeting or

become part of an inservice program. However the

information is presented, teachers must under
-

stand, clearly, what-is expecte-d-ofth-emin the

science curriculum.

I.A.8. All major curriculum areas should'be re=
.

viewed periodically. Each should be scrutinized

to determine if the goals and objecti4s are still

valid and are being net. Science is 110'exception.

As principal, you can make sure that science

undergoes a periodic curriculum review. For many

schools, this review takes place every five years.

When the review is conducted, insist upon

evidence that the science goals'and objectives

being meta Insist on hard data--student work,

evaluative measures, written parental feedback,

and other forms of documented evidence.

I.B. SCIENCE IN YOUR SCHOOL BUDGET

GoOd science programs reguireireasonable

expenditures of money. ScienCe- materials, sup-

plies eguipmerit, and books needed to keep



-good science program going or to start one up:

Equipment like dry Cells, .magnets, rulers,

Chemicals-, and live organisms are as important

science instruction as books

----_pencils to writing.

to reading and

Staff_ development also costs money.

for inservice programs, travel; and

conventions should be anticipated-in advance of
---

need.

attendance at

I.B.l A good science program receives an annual

allocation of funds. The amount of the allocation

depends upon the means and.prio'ritiesfof'the

school system, but it,- should be at least equiv-

alent to other major curriculum areas. Good

science programS
"
simply worat run without money.

As principal, you, more than anyone else, must

seek fUnds'to support your science program. It, is

up to you to ensure that science needs are

anticipated' and included in your school's budget.

Curricular areas are always in competition with

each other for available. dollars. The Council for

Basic Education believes that all students should

receive-adequate instruction in the basic intel-

lectual disciplines. Science is considered as one

of those disciplines(5). Science must receive its

rightful share of,the educational dollar.' You'are

in a-position to see that it does.
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I.B.2. Good science programs are materials-

centered. Children have theopportunity to use

thermometers to measure outdoor temperatures, keep

live animals in terraria, grow plants examine

rocks with magnifying lenses, read Science-

oriented library books, see photos of Saturn's

rings, and make use of hundreds of other learning

resources. Tact,'oneof the major strengths of

science is that it provides many opportunities for

children to. deal with material objectS--to explore',

to investigate, to manipulate.

If a science program'is to remain alive, old

items Must be replaced and new ones purchased to

meet-new needs. Provisions fore their purchase -

must be included-in-the budget.

I.B. Good science programs include budget-pro-
,

visions for discretionary funds-for use by

teachers who need to make local purchases with

petty cash. Dry cells go dead, seeds are needed,

vinegar supplies run short. Teachers must be

able to make local purchases of, inexpensive items

as they'd are needed. You -the principal, can

design a system and let teachers knOW how to

it. Some schools provide vouchers. Others

reimburse the teachers for their t-of-pocket

use

expenses.- Whatever system is

discourage teachers from obtaining such items.

used should:



They should-feel that a minimum of their own time,

effort, 'and money has to be expended; otherwise

few science learning experiences requiring

locally-purchased items will likely be provided.

I.B.4. Goud Science programs

service brograms for teachers ancl1DrincipalS! .

kunding'for travel to science conferendes.:and'

workshops,- registration fees and other costs for

staff attendance'at science:conventions. Whether

your existing program could use an infusion of new

life or you adopt an entirely, new program in-

service instruction is critically important and

needs to be anticipated in the,,annual budget.

Don't forget that you, the principal, can

sharpen your leadership skills in science by

participating in meetings of state, regional, or
ry

national science teachers' associations. Make°

allowances in your budget for your own attendance

at conventions such as those provided by the

National,Science Teachers Association. You can

consult NSTA for details.

Science should not be limited to classroom

experiences. Good programs include walking field

-trips on the school grounds or areas in the

imme ate vicinity of the school; bus trips to

zoos, mu orscience centers; and travel to
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other sites that can enhance studdnts in-school

experiences. Transportation and other costs

related to science field'trips should be antic-

ipated and included in the budget.

I.C. THE PRINCIPAL'S LEADERSHIP'ROLE IN SCIENCE
INSTRUCTION

We believe that you, the principal, are the

key to a healthy science program in your school.

With your care and support, good science expe-

riencds for kids will flourish and grow. Without

your attention, science can become sick-and even

die--and you may not even know Your leader-

ship is absolutely crucial to the attainment of a

quality program in science.

We believe that teachers and kids' will take

their science cues from you. If you are excited

about science, they will be'excited about science.

- If you think it's important, they will think it's

important. If you are interested they will be

interested. We urge you to take a leadership

role. Be an advocatefor science...

In a recent survey among elementary prin-
.

cipals in Pennsylvania, one of the principal's

roles mentioned most often as important for

-successful science programs was the need for

"demonstrating a positive attitude toward science.'

Principals felt that they had to show leadership--



in effect be the "prime movers" for science,

accentuating their own interest in the science

curridulum(6).

Here are some things you can do to show your

4
leadership:

a. Discuss .
science teaching with your

teachers. Be interested.

b. Visit and participate In science classes.

c. Share science teaching "success stories"

and innovative ideas with your teachers.

d. Get parents involved in science expe--'

riences at parent-teacher meetings.

e Ask your school or community newspaper

or other news media to do a story on

some interesting aspect'of your science

program.

f. Initiate school and community science

fairs and expositions.

g. Identify top-notch science - related

community resources for your teachers.

I.C.2. Schedule times for science into a daily

and/or weekly schedule.andjet-teachers know, in

no uncertain terms, that they's,re:expectedto

.teach science for the allotted times-this may be

one of the most effective ways'to improve your

science program.
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Many teachers let science slip or avoid

teaching it entirely: It.seems to themthat no

one really cares whether.or not they teach it.
4.

Science is a major Curricular area. -,It.cannot:b

sloughed off. Let them know that you care.

Insist that science be taught.

I.C.3. Most principals are required to make peri-

.,

odic evaluations of teachers, perhaps as many as

two to four per year. These evaluative visits are

excellent times for you to'gauge the health of the

science curriculum. Plan to visit claSsrooms when

science is being taught and look for vital signs.

Are the-kids involved in-Science activities? Do

they appear interested in the lesson? Do they

have opportunities to investigate? Who does most

of the talking, the kids or the teacher? Is there

an emphasis on the development1Of problem-solving

techniques, higher cognitive skills, andsaience

processes? Is there evidence of on-going science

activities? Are there science materials or pro-

jects around the'room?

These evaluative visits can be multipurposed.

Not only can you evaluate the teacher's perform-7

ance as you are required to do, but you can.also

assess the condition of the science curriculum.

If 15 to 20 percent of your, visits occurred during

science classes you would probably have a good



.0)

idea of the overall guar ty of bur saten

program. Visiting _clas es'whea sele0a betbg

taught also has the added advantage o
teachers know that you are 4.ntexestecl 1jj . cierlce.Y

I.C.4. . You can avoid a lot of problems 3f you he
teachers' who a're prepared to teach Seir/C ganCi r,

confident in their ability to do =1, "yoki

interview teachers, queStion thex'abotVt their
Viewso9n science teaching. "How shoilke seienee

taught?" "What are some impOrtaht 001settves?1,.

"Do you. like to teach science?" The ,1\i.0-hg

process is a good time for yoti to le teachers
,1.know that science -is an important PaS of the,

curriculum in your schQ 1. .

I.c. 5 Problems can arise in any curtiA\11,1111. The

sooner you knoia about th?n thk betted you:, can Mal

with them. Be attuned to probIew
.

31011x- ocJ,eilce

program. Are the children bored itt. 0i,erkee cIos?
Do the 'teachers grumble' about time for

science or the lack of equipmwlt
Are science classes difficult e t a s*,iptori
reading classes? ,If your, ansveZ

questions, then science Ipt-ogrin 1%.e'CV

be in deeii trouble. Maybe it' 0 tiztle st) dorm A

committee to reassess you-r goals, der'%Okrie

your program, is meeting your .g0d10 Oke%.?:
. ,

teachers to determine
0

needs ,eeds, c()rioiclx. a
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new curriculum, Maybe you can. breathe some life

into your old program by desi:siriing inservice
.7

program'a to serve needs Ohich have been speclf-

icalry idehtified.
. .

° " . Once.the'eprogram-has been reviewed and you

know where improvements can be made, then it's up

tolyou to take the lead in making those improve-

P.

Mqntp. .

, 4
>

%."

In ,a good gcience=pi.ogram the principal

plays a'keydrole in'providirg'inserviceexpe-
. .

,riencesin science for'h ir eller teachers.'
I

vhether you -haves an existit j 7o4ram which could

use a "shot in'the ai-m" or adopt an entirely new

program, inservice instructionin science 'is
,

critically important. 'Take the lead in prOviding
-. .

.

such experiences. Here
' are,:,,some-things that you

0

may wish to consider;

. a. Survey your teachers to identify their

inservice needs in science.

b. Put some pizzazz in yoUr old curriculum

by providing an inservice pi."ogram;to'

increase est in science teaching.

. Have your teachers participate in actual
U .

science experiences from a new 'cur-
.

riculum.

Request a "rejuvenation". inservice

program from the publisherOf your

Currentiende prOgram.
"PP
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e. Request an area college or university to
4

teach a science'course for teachers in

your school district.

f. Invite experts from other school

districts, your state science teachers

organization, or the National Science

Teachers Association.

Whenever you provide a science inservice.

program, you, the principal, should take part' in

an active, visible, and interested way. Your

presence alone can contribute much to the success

of such a program.

I.C.7. Your participation with the curriculum

selection group is crucial. You will want to

lead, assist,, encourage, and question without

foisting your views on the .committee.. Research

findings indicate that teachers-cannot bring about

program changes without the support and assistance

of the, school administration. Support from you,

the principal,-is a significant factor in iehieving

a' successful program' adoption and lementation(7).

Oa.

,parents and 'the publicin general .should

be kept informed of learning experiences in

science. There are many ways you can,do this.

very effective one is devote a prent=teacher

meeting to science. Get the parents involved in '
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ins

science activities'similar to ones their own

children have done. Have them do science--light

bulbs, plant'seeds work pulleys, investigate

mealworms.

Some schools plan science fairs' and expo-.

sitions. Children display projects, dó demon-

strations, and perform experiments. Others

highlight their science'activities through local

news media. Newspapers often publish stories or

photographs about interesting 'science activities.',

Articles; about science olympics, field trips

special visitors to classrooms, and other inter-

esting. aspects of the science program can capture

the interest of the public and keep them informed.

Some ichools use standardized tests such

as the Metropolitan Achievement Test,zthe Iowa

Test of Basic Skills, or the Stanford Achievement

Test. Some of the tests include science sections,-

lothers'include skills sections which are related

to science-instruction. For example, the reading

tests of the Iowa Tests of Basic. Skills include

skills such as observation, classification, time

and sequence relationships, inferences, cause and

effect, and others which can clearly be taught or

enhanced through science. Regardle&s of which

used it is importunt-tha&they-11 d .

They'Mustmeasuke-TyourschoolJs:goals and.:pb7

jectives science.
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I.C.10. Standardized tests usually include normative'

data which allow comparison between your pupils

and national samples. If your pupils are per

forming below the average or median scores, this

could be an indication tliat your science program

could be improved. If your school has test

results ranging over a:period of several years,

you can compare them for trends. If the scores

show a decline, this too, can be indicative of tile

need for action to improve.

I.C.11., Giving grades in science is a problem for

many teachers. Even though.the school has a

grading system, maybe A,B,C, etc., many teachers

find 'it difficult to assign grades except on the

most arbitrary bases. This is particularly true

if your program is an activity-centered program

where it's hard to judge'if someone gets a B or C

in constructing and maintaining an aquarium or an

A or a B in observing a mealworm.. As principal,

you can help teachers, first by recognizing the

difficulty they may have in assigning grades, and

secondly, 'by examining alternative approaches to

.grading. Many schools have found criterion-

referenced checklists effective. Others have-

moved science into a satisfactory-unsatisfactory

reporting system or some modification 'of it.

Still others haNie carefullly defined what is meant
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by an A, B, or C'imscience. It is important to -

lead your teachers into a grading system for

science which they, the children, and the-parents

can live with.

I.D. REVIEWING YOUR STAFF DEVELOPMENS PRACTICES

The principal has a key role ii providing.

.
inservice experience in science for his or her

teachers. Whether you have an existing program

that could use .a burst of energy; or you adopt an

entirely new program, inservice instruction is

critically-important. No science program\will be

effective unless the teachers are willing and able

to teach it. Your leadership in providing in-

service programs can provide teachers with the

41

confidence and skill,reguired.to- teach scien.Oe

sucCessfully.

I.D.1. We wouldn't expect 'our automobiles, or even
\

our bodies, to .run withOut-some routine main

tenance, but we often expect'our science programs

to keep. going and going with little or no

attention. There will always b

they are allowed to accumulate,

li will kill the program. Periodic

grams on science can help avoid science program
\ '

\mortality. An inservice program every year or two-'

can help head off problems before they become too



serious--and these programs must be specifically

designed to serve the needs-of your science

curriculum. It does little-good to have an

inservice program which-demonstrates outdoor

education teaching techniques if your teachers

perceive their problems as a lack of time,for

teaching science or a lack of supplies. Your

inservice pro-grams must be. designed to meet the

needs of your teachers and your curriculum.q

I.D.2. Teachers are often very critical of inservice

programs. Many consider them a waste of time..

One way to make them useful is to' involve your

teachers in theirodesign. Ask them through

surveys or other means, what their problems are in

science and what kinds of help they need. Ask

them to assist you in designing programs specif-

ically to meet their needs.

I.D.3. 'Successful science inservice programs are

often those which allow immediate application to

classroom use. The program should enable them to

'teach science more effectively in their own

classrooms with their own pupils. While esoteric

.programs on the relation of,science and technology

or the merits of the space pro4ram may be inher-

ently interesting, teachers may not be able to

translate them into classroom use.,
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surveys show that teachers want' inservice. programs

that are applicable to their own classrooms.

I.D.4. When'a new science curriculum is adopted,

one of the most effective science'inservice

'programs is one which involves teachers in using

program, materials or teaching techniques that they

will le expected to use with the children. For

example, if the program includes activities like

constructingrsimple.electrical circuits,-designing

pulley systems, or operating simple machines,,

, teachers should be involved dn those activities in

much the same way as their pupils will be. .If

the new program involves new teaching skills such

as questioning or evaluation techniques, the

teachers should be assisted in learning such

techniques. If the new program involves a new

teacher's guide, it should-be reviewed with

teachers before they have to use it. If your

former science program consisted primarily of

reading and your new one includes liberal doses

hands-bp activities, your teachers should be

involved in inservice programs which give them the

of

opportunity to practice those,hands-on activities.

Your participation in the inservice pro-

grams is important to achieving success. We know\

I.D. 5.

that you have a busy-schedule, but your investment
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in 'time will be worth the effort. Our experience,

and reports in the literature of science education
/

show that is principal particiPation in inservice

programs increases, the chances for a successful

program implementation increases. Don't limit

your participation purely to observation or to in-

and-out visits. Get actively involved: Your

participation will show the teachers that you are

interested and that you do care. What you learn

will help you to help them.

I.D.6. Opportunities are often available for

teachers to become involved' in science workshops,

courses, or meetings provided by colleges and

° 4universities, professional:associations or other
-

educational- agencies. Advartisements concerning

such programs can be passed along,to teachers, and

they can be encouraged to participate. You may

wish to ask representatives of 'these agencies if

, they would be willing to design a science teaches

education program to fit your local needs. For

example, a college or university may be willing to

provide a course your school specifically

designed to assist your teachers to implement

new science curriculum: Such a course_ may be

provided for graduate credit. Or perhaps you

local, regional, or
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your science goals or planAing a science cur-

riculum for your school. You can imprOve your

science curriculum by helping your teachers to
1/4

identify and participate in organized inservice

experiences' in science.,

I.D.7. Teachers need time to improve their science

teaching skills. If such time is not provided

during the schoolday, many teachers are increas-

ingly reluctant or unable to attend programs

during evenings or weekends. Schools may wish to

schedule inservice'days for times during which

teachers can participate in organized science

inservice programs. For example, the Pennsylvania

Science' Teachers Association recently scheduled

its annual fall conference to coincide with the

inservice, days of regional schools.-

1 Many schools provide release time for teachers

to attend conventions of their state science

teachers organization or the area or national

convention§of:the National Science Teachers

'As-sociation. Teachers'are often sent to these

,meetings with a mission--to examine new curricula,

to attend` sessions which, address local probfems,

or simply to become better informed about new

trends and practices in science education. Pro-

viding release time for teachers to participate in

such p ograms can result in a more effective

science curriculum in your school.
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I.D.8. If your school doesn't have Science and

Children and other, professional journals avail-

able, it should. Journals such as Science and

Children, Science Activities,.the Newsletter of

the Council for Elementary Science International,

the newsletter of your state science, teachers

association, and others providedvaluable ideas and

_ resources for elementary teachers--ideas and

resources they can use in their own classrooms.

If youalready have such
V.

Make a note'-to call them

attention. You may want

and duplicate an article

would be useful_to your teachers.

journals in your school,

to your. teachers

to look them over yourself

or two that you. believe

SCIENCE TEXTBOOKS AND/OR WRITTEN CURRICULUM, MATERIALS

You can learn a lot about your science program by

"examining your science textbooks and/or other written

curriculum materials. In this section we shall guide

you in thereView of those curriculum materials,

looking specifically at science content, -processes, and

Other factors which may contribute to an effective

science curriculum.



ILA: SCIENCE CONTENT

'Most science learning experiences are based

on written materials, usually textbooks. science

'facts, concepts, and generalizations are included

in those materials. They represent the cumulative

knowledge of hundreds of scientists over many

years. These concepts or generalizations are the

content or subject matter of science, the product

of years of-observation and experimentation.

Generalizations like "most matter expands when

heated and contracts when cooled,"'expresses

several concepts. This generalization enables us,

to connect and explain a number of different .

events: a glass that breaks when we put boiling

water into it, a steel bridge_ that is a tiny bit

longer in summer than in winter, the rise and fall

of fluid in a thermometer electric power lines

that sag more in summer than in winter, and so on..

Such concepts help children to understand and

interpre their environment and should be

of the writ en curriculum materials.

II.A.1. "What shoul be taught in science?" is a

question raised by many who have

thought to the content

given some

of the science curriculum.

Opinions differ about what should be

We are all familiar with th

been placedonthe-facts of

covered."

emphasis that, has

cti ence; the sun is
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93,000,000 miles away, spiders have eight legs,.

water expands when frozen, magnets attract iron

and steel., anclso on. While most scienceedu-

Oators,agree that science content should be

relevant to the lives of the children and th,t it

should be learned through a "discovery" process,

they dO not agree on exactly what content should

bp, included in science cUrricula. A review of

elementary science curriculum materials reveals a

diverse coverage, emphasis, and'grade level place-

ment of science content. Some curricula introduce

electricity in second grade, others in fourth.

Animal and plant life is a major unit in some,

first grade programs,,others do not,mention it

until the third grace. Rocks are included in some

curricula, omitted in others. A rule of thumb

that many principals find useful is to compare the

emphasis on content related to the physical, life,

and earth sciences and ,look for an approximately

equal emphasis among these three areas. While

this'technique certainly does not guarantee a good

science program, it does make difficult the

exclusion of whole areas of science content.

II.A.2. Science is not z subject that is studied

only for the joy that it gives; rather, it *is

studied for the value it' has for the children's

lives now and'in the future. Science should help
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children learn about t'hemselves and the world

,around them. It should enable them to make wise

decisions. It should help them to understand how

their own bodices function; what causes day and ,

night, theseasons, and weather; and how energy

flows in ecosystems. It should help them to

recognize societal issues related to science and

technology, such as pollution; the use of pes-

ticides to control agricultural pests, food

production and nutrition, and energy production

and consumption. Science classes are the place to

begin learning and thinking about information

relevant to issues concerning us now and in the

future.

II.A.3. One of the main reasons for teaching any

'school--subj-ect-is-to-help-children-apply-what-they

learn to everyday life. _Cdricept related to'

energy can help children 'count calories in the

food they eat, see the relationship between hone,

insulation and money-spent on energy, or enable

them to explain how energy is transformed from one

form to another in a kitchen. A unit on plants

can help children identify those used for food;

others, such as aloe and foxglove, used for

medicine; and still others, such as crown vetch,

used for erosion control. Concepts related to air

and water can help children interpret weather

forecasts, understand how our pollution produced
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in one part of the country can affect another

part, and explain how cloud cover affects the

Earth's surface temperature. Look for evidence of

real life applications in yoUr science.curricuXum.

They will help children use the science concepts

learned in school.

LI.B. SCIENCE PROCESSES

. Scientific inquiry is often described as the

search"for knowledge'. It is what scientists do

when they attack problems and search for solutions.

When someone inquires or investigates or uses the

methods of science they are involved in science

processes. That is, they do science.

In the elementary school these processes

include observing classifying, communicating,

hypothesizing.,, predicting," inferring,

designing investigations and'experimentS, col-

lecting and analyzing data, drawing conclusions ,

and making generalizations. ,These process Skills

are basic to science as,a discipline and basic in

helping children learn how to learn. An elemen-

tary science program that laCks an emphasis on

processes is probably not an effective program.

IT.B.1. Good elementary science programs ensure

thdt all 'the children will be involved 1n-hands-on

investigations for aproximately 40 to 60 percent
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of their class time. The emphasis shobld,not be

on teacher demonstrations or investigations that

the children read aboutlnit can't or won't do

themselves. Rather, to. learn science they must do

it. .They must participate. They must.work with

science,Materials. They must discoIer for

themselves.

11.11.2. If your science program tells kids all the

answers without letting them,find out for them-
,

selves, it.probably isn't a very good program.'

Read through some of the investigations, . Are the

kids told what to do; how to do' it, and how'it

will come out? If the answer is yes, you cah,be

sure that the investigations are cookbook. If the

teachers and kids are required to follow recipes,

they will lose the joy and excitement that comes

from making their own explorations and discoveries.

Cookbook experiments require few decisions and

little thinking, and they deprive children of

opportunities to learn how to learn--a basic skill

that lasts a lifetime.

Look for evidence that children receive

heavy doses of science processes. We become

better observers by practicing observation. We

to measure-by measuring. - We _learn_ to _

analyze data by analyzing. data. We'learn to.

.design investigationsby designing`diwestigations.



These process skills cannot be learned without

opportunities to practice them. The science

reading materials should help proVide those

opportunities.

II.B.4. The written materials should challenge

children to solve PkobleMs by applying science

process skills. Fox instance,.primary grade

children can be invited to measure the lengths

.various objects with paper clip chains, infer the

size and shape of hidden objects by observing

their shadows, or classify materials according

their magnetic properties. Upper grade children

can be invited to construct scale models to show

the relative sizes and positions of planets in the

solar system, design investigations to determine

the types of soil in which seeds will grow best,

or devise plans for saving electricity at school

or home. In each example, the activity is de-

signed, either in its written description or by

teaching strategy, to invite children to use

science processes to solve problems. Children are

confronted witli,problem situations and apply

science processes to solve them. Look for such

opportunities in your science program.



II.C. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
( MATERIALS

Since your written science materials

common guides for your science'curriculum

will want to ensure that they, emphasize not only

content. nd processe6; but thatthey:are

sistent with your goals, that they are interesting

and make sense to the children, and that they are

designed for easy and effective use by teachers.

This section will focus on additional consider-

ations for you to think about as you examine your.

written science curriculum materials.

II.C.1. Your curriculum materials should help

achieve your science goals. If one of your goals

is to "help children understand the environment

_and make wise decisions about it," then your

curriculum materials should include environmental

science and opportunities for children to practice,

decision-making skills. If one of your goals is

to "help children develop problem-solving skills,"

then the written materials should include oppor-

tunities for children to use process skills such

as classificatiion, inferring, predicting, and

formulating and testing hypotheses. Your goals

tell you where you want to go, your curriculum

materials tell you how you will get there.

42



II.C.2. ,Good science programs include material

which are clearly written, accurate, and up to

date. Spot check your written

most children be abie

Do they appear accurateAre

What is the most recent copyright date? Are

references linked to recent discoveries in science

and technology and current problems' confronting

society?

II.C.3 Everyone knows that children "learn

by doing." But Piaget, a Swiss

madea great impact on the design of

science curricula, puts it somewhat

not only do 'children learn by doing

researcher who has

by thinking about what they are doing. Piaget

divided/the thinking processes of school7age

children into three broad overlapping seasges:

preoperational thought, lasting from about age

four to seven years; concrete operations from

about seven to twelve years; and formal operations,

from twelve years on. Since preoperational,

concrete, and formal thinkers differ in how they

operate mentally, teachers must design experiences

to fit what they can do.

In general, this means that'primary-level

best when their science activities

Preoperational thinkers use

children learn

stress percep:tion.



all their senses to help

organize,

and! non-living

grades (ages

with problems and

them deecribe and

in simple ways, the proper-ties of living

things. Children in. the middle

eight and nine)

ideas that

usually _work ;well

refer to concrete

materials-such-as magnets,-electrical -circuits

gerbils and rocks. Upper-grade chile1ren (ages

ten on) still need the concrete experiences to

work from, but often are able to develop abstract

ideas (transfer of energy, interdependence of

living things, water cycle, and so on)-_from'their

experienCes(8). The written portions of the

science program should reflect 'experiences which

take into account the aevelopmental

children.

-II C . 4 . Science materials that

levels of the

children are

expected to 'read should be appropriate to their

level. If they are not, boredom and frustration

-t'often result. Most writtenten science materials

(texts) have had readability formulae

Fry or the Dale-Chall applied to them.

such 'as the

ibok:for

information about readability levels in the

teacher

the publisher.

available, you

specialist to

applicability.

s guides or request such information from

If this information is, not readily

may wish to ask your school reading

review 'the materials for grade level

44



Research'ShowS
Athat

children have a 'high

interestir e_and that .they like

sciencerelated bOoks.

science materials

0.re4d

As you _review the written

put yourself in the-children

place. Are the materials interesting? Do they

arouse your,curiosity? Do they stimulate,excite-

ment? A good way to kill kids interest

science is.to.select science books that are

dull, and boring.

dry,

II.C.6. While only a few children in your school

are likely to become scientists,

careers that are

The elementary

many will pursue

related to science and 'technology.

school is a -good place to have.

begin thinking about career options and reading

about laboratory technicianS, engineers, health.:

specialists, ecologists, and others who serve as

occupational role models. The written Materials:.

should include information on science-related

careers.

II.C.7. Teachers often complain about the lack of

evaluatioh materials in science-programs--and

rightly so. Good science programs provide tests

and Other evaluatj_ve instrumentS'Ior

teachers. SUchliAstruMents should be valid. They

should measure the.-children'.s PtogreSS toward

use by-

achieving the goals-and objectives of the program.



And they

.4nd

shoUld go.well beyond the simple recall

Memorization of science content..-They, should

evaluate the pupils' higher-level thinking skills.

children control variables? Can they

design investigations? Can they ,analyze data?

Can they do what the curriculum is designed to
---,-

have them do?,

II.C.8. The-teacher's guide for written science

materials is especially important. A good guide

will help ensure good science classes. It will be

by, the teacher's side for reference and use It

should be organized and written so that teachers

can understand it. It should be easy to use

take little time from their busy schedules. It

should-contain objectives, teaching strategies,

materials needed, and other ideas

science effectively. Teachers' must perceive that

the teacher's guide is usefUl to them, otherwise,

they may not use it and science may not be taught .

II.C.9. Finally

should include many practical examples of how

science applies to the children's lives. Studies

of the human body should be related to their

bodies. The study of rocks and minerals should

begin with those commonly found where they

The study of electricity should include tech-

nological applications with which they are
46
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familiar, such as flashlights, car batteries, and

electrical appliances in their homes. Children

should be encouraged`to investigateand-explore

their immediate environment, relating science

concepts to those experiences and using science

in.their daily lives.

III.. VISITING YOUR SCIENCE: CLASSROOMS

best ways to learn about your school is

action is, where teachers teach and

classroom. This section focuses on

about your science curriculum-by

observing teachers teaching science and studentg
A

III.A. OBSERVING TEACHER BEHAVIOR

Observing teacher behavior 15 one of the keys

to judging the effectiveness of your science.

program. Their attitudes toward science, the

teaching strategies they select their questioning

techniques, their integration of science with

other curricular areas--all are indicators of

overall program effectiveness.

III.A.1. Times for teching science, either by minutes

per week or by scheduled times each day, or both

must be adhered to by teachers. One of the most

Important actions you can take to achieve an

A

eV
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effective science curriculum is to let teachers

know-they expected to teach science and

determine-if they are, in fact, teaching-it:Make

it a point to schedule your visits to, classrooms

to-coincide-with-scheduled-teaching of-science.

III.A.2. Teachers who dislike science will usually

. do a lousy job of teaching it or avoid it alto-

gether. Many teachers will take their

you, the principal. If you show an interest in

science, they will show an interest. If you-talk

it up, they will talk. it up. If you ihow that

it's important to you it will likely-become

important\to them. Help' your teacheks

tuate the positive and eliminate

Help-them to feel better about teaching of

to accen-

the negative.°

science. Talk to ,them.

feelings toward science.

Find out *about their

III.A.3. "Variety is the spice of life." That old

ti

adage also applies to the science.classroom.

Alt4ough we may have food favorites, a steady diet

of the same thing would certainly become boring.

So it is with science classes. While children

must be involved science investigations, class

I

after class of investigations can become boring

and counterproductive, just as a class after class

of'reading and recitation can become boring and
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counterproductive. A good science teacher will

use a wide variety of teaching methods, keeping

--the-children-interested while achieving the

objectiyes.

Goo.d teachers know that variety helps to

stimulate and maintain interest. Look for evidence

that children participate ih'a.variety of expe-

riences during their science classes: experiences

such as investigations, reading gaming, role-
,

playing, field tripping, discussing, working alone

or in small groups, Writing doing projects, and.

so on.

III.A.4.. In the past, much of science teaching has

focused wholly on science content. Electric

current is the-flow of electrons. Like ends of

magnets repel, unlike attract. Mammals have hair.

Rocks are igneous,.sedimentary, or metamorphic.

These are all examples of science content we have

,learned. While content is still important

science teaching cannot be effective unless it

includes opportunities for children to participate

in science processes. Teachers

that children deyelop skills

communication, measurement identification

control of variables, and experimental

These processes 'have lasting value because through

them children are learning how to learn.

49



learning content and processes is only.

Equally important, is the need

learn how to apply the content -and

processes to_their .own _lives. And application is

learned -thrbUgh practice.

Teachers should-provide opportunities for

children to apply what is learned. For instance,

the predator-prey relationship may be best learned

in a simulation game in which some children play

the role of wolves and otherS antelopes:. Or

children's investigations of their own reactions

to touch, sound, and sight stimuli can help them

learn to formulate and test hypotheses while

learning about theirown nervous systems. And

societal issues such as,pollution energy avail-

ability and cost, strip mining, or the use of

pesticidescan be introduced through role-playing.

First, children read About an issue, then advocate

a particular point of view, much as adults might

do at public heaqngs.

When you observe science classes look for

children learning the content and processes of

science and how to apply them to their everyday

III.A.5. Your science curriculum may be in trouble

if most classroom experiences focus on a science

book or on the teacher. Science is-best learned

by participating in it; by makinq observations anc'.
0



doing investigations; by discussing results with

others children

and in____sniallgroupsy-by.discovering things you

didn't know

teacher lecture

tant parts .of

before; by,testing ideas. Reading,

and recitation are still impor-

cience classes but the heart of

be active, manipulative hands-those.classes must

on experiences. Teachers, who do not provide

substantial numbers of those experiences for

children are probably not teaching science

effectively.

The work of Paget has shown us clearly that

if we want to heit., chIldren to develop their

thinking skills then:they, must be allowed "to

think with their hands." Words, spoken or, written,

are helpful to most children only to the extent

that they_have an opportunity to manipulate

concrete objects. They must work with real

materials before they can grasp abstractions.
-

Experience with real objects provides the foun-

ation upon which abstract thought is

Children must have an opportunity to manipulate a

wide variety of material objects, and the science

1

1II.A.6. Durin :class investigations teachers -should

become guid.s and helers., They should set the

class s a natural place for this to occur(9).

stage and then get,out of the way whilethe actors

5.
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should

serving T- evaluatin4',

concepts

move about the room ob-

asking questions to clarify

or spark more

their_ha

the back. where they

:r are needed and give pats on

re desery They should

and encouragement.
\

exhibit interest, enthusiasm,

III.A.7. All too often teachers of science kill

curiosity by telling the children too. much.- They-

tell them.what to do, and

out--before the kids have

discover for themselves.

heard teaching go like th

how it's going to turn

an opportunity to'
i.

How many times llve we

is, "Electric current is

-:the,flaw of eleCtrons in a circuit. !Simple
I

include a,Ource, a path anclan appl

ance. In the circuits"ve will-make,! the dry cell"

circuits

is the source, the wire is the path,' and ` .thebulb

is ..the-appliance. NoW, take your-cell' and

Afar. better technique,. both4n terms

.interest-\and retention:, is .to paSsiout:a

bulband a\Wite to' every pupil and challenge

therq, "Can yotOnake .the bulb light?:" . Once ;pupils

have discovered how to make the bulb light,

perhaps-by-severaldifferent arranements the

teacher can then "invent" the concept of simple

circuits; The difference in these two approaches
.

is that in the latter,

built on a foundation

the\children s concepts are
.

experience--the way it

52



___should be--according--to what -is -known-abou-t---h

children learn to think. doodr.sCience teachers

prdVide'experiences first,.-then help children

related to fihem.build concepts

III.A.8. When

wait-time

.plapses from

asking o.

student responds.

describing questionlAg o hniques

is defined as the amount of time that

the time the_teacher completes the
0

of his or her question until the tilde a

In her study of questioning

behavior of teachers Mary Budd Rowe(10) found that

teachers, on an average, wait less than one

for students to

wait -time

reply to their ,questions.

second,

When

is increased to an average of three

seconds. or more,. the f011Owing occurs:

a. ' The .length of student v)sponse

400-800 percent..

.b. The.nUmber of unsolicited but appropriate

respOnsesdn'Creases,

c. Failure to respond decreases.

dr Confidence of children:increases.

e. The number of queStions asked by students

increases.

increases

f. Slow students contribute morer-----Increase

is from 1.5 to 37 percent.

The 'variety of types of response/

increases. There is more reacting Lo

each other structuring of procedures,



and soliciting. Speculative thinking

\i.ncreases as much as 700 percent.

scipline problems decrease(11).

Questio s require thinking. Wait-time

increases the

. ,

likelihood that children will have a

chance"to thin ]c. Measure the wait-time of your

°:teachers. Encourage them to allow pauses of at

least three.to five seconds.

III.A.9. Cemmunic-atipn skills can be sharpened during

science-class. As children observe work on

investigations, and make discoveries, they often

.

have 4deaS they

verbal interaction children often.display

sideraW.e inaight, innovation, or unusual per-
.

ception:.0Teachers can encourage.such behavior by,

listening carefully and attentively to what

children say. Listeningto the children can

//
'help/the geacher assess the 15.upils':level of

understanding.

III.A.10. The attitudes that children learn in school

are among,thesmost important things they will ever

earn, andthey are -likelyto stay- with them the

longest. Science class is a good place to

encourage favorable attitudes. The Science

Curriculum Improvement Study (pc's) identifies

several attitudes which are a part-of scientific

literacy:



a. curiosity--paying particularattention'

to an object or event and spontaneously

wishing to,learh more about it

b. inventiveness--generating new ideas

c. critical thinking--basing suggestions

and conclusions.on evidence

d. persistehce-=maintaining an active

interest in a problem or event for a

long period of time(12)

To this list we could add

e. open=mindedness--a willingness\to hear

many points of view before drawing a

conclusion'

f. responsibility--care in handling equip-
.

ment and promptness in meeting assigned

tasks, and-others

These are attitudes and behaviors which can

be encouraged by teachers who make science fun,

interesting, and challenging; by teachers who

encourage success, who build children's self-

esteem, and whd serve, themselves, as role models

of.such behaviors.

III.A.11 Mainstreamed ,handicapped students- -the

visually,, hearing,sor orthopedically impaired,

mentally handicapped, the learning disabled --

should also be involved as participants in science

experiences. Though their handicaps may represent

the
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challenges,',these chi1dren.can profit just as much

from hands-on science experiences as others'. The -

extent of-their patticipation, including the use

of special instruction or materials, can be noted

in their Iridividualized Edtcational Programs

III.A.12. Science can enhance skills from other parts

of the curriculum. When pupils look up infor-'

mation about planets in an encyclopedia,-they are

reading. When they measure and graph'changes\in

g

plant growth, they use mathematics.' '

I

They use \s

'language skills to organize and report their

observations and experiments. When children plan

and draw a large picture to illustrate the'bones

in their bodies, this is art. SuchLintegration of

subjects 'is both desirable and usually'necegsary

if you want to promote useful learning. ./

There are also times when content subjects or

parts of subjects are integrated with science..

Energy and environmental education,social
N.

studies, health and safety are oftemtreated -in

this fashion. Drawd,n on skills and, content from

several subjects makes X7-. easier for Oohesive,

whole understandings to form in pupils minds(13).

Research on sciepce as a vehicle for helping

children learn the basic skill subjects'is both

massive and convincing. It showl that programs



based on manipulative materials are eSpecially

helpful in,building reading and language readiness

levels in primary pdpils. And it shows. that

first-hand experiences in science expand pupils'

vocabularies and reading comprehension at all

levels(14). Look for evidence that teachers

integrate science with other subject areas. Such

integration can have salutary effects on,skills

developed, content learned, and time spent.

III.A.13. Once you and your staff have decided where-

youl want to go in science (your goals) and how

you're going toget there (your planned learning-

experiences), yOu will want to know if you've

arrived. Aie you meeting your goals? Are you

accomplishing your objectives? Teachers should

make regular assessments of student progrets

toward Objectives. any techniques can be used

including written ,or v rbal tests, performance

tests, classroom observations, competency check-

lists, interviews, and othe . Children should be

giVen the opportunity to. demonArate their com-

yetencies,.records:of progress shoul be kept,. and

periodic reports made to: both; the child en and

their. parents.



III.B. OBSERVING CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOR

You can also learn a lot about your science

program by observing the children in action. Do

they appear to like science? Are they interested?

Do they participate in a variety of experiences?

Are they responsible._ and careful in their use of,

science equipment? The answers to these and other

questions are indicators of the overall strengths

or weaknesses of your science curriculum.

III.B.1. How children feel about science may be more

important to their achievement than any other

variable. In studying data Irom 17 different

, countries Benjamin Bloom found that as children

develop more positive attitudes and interest's in

science, their achievement increases(15).

Children who like science and enjoy learning it

are probably building positive attitudes both

toward scietinCe and toward themselves. Children

with positiVe self-conceptstend to be more

successful' in science. And success breeds success.

took for children who enjoy science; children who

appear irrEerested, enthusiastic, or excited about

their studies; children who display an aura of joy

in their work.

III.B.2. A good way to find out how children feel

about science is to ask them. Children who
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respond, "I hate science," or who shrug their

shoulders are obviously displaying less than

positive attitudeS. The Science Curriculum

Improvement Study (SCIS) suggests an assessment

that can be/Used to gauge primary children.'s

attitudes toward science. Children are asked

questions, such as those shown next, to which

children respond by circling smiling faces.

.What do you feel when we study science ?.

III.B.3. Classroom experiences in which children

participate in manipulating objects, making

describing and

utilizing the

in science

4

discoveries that are new to them,

discussing their findings, and in

processes of science are involved

activities consistent with modern leatning theory

and the goals of science education. Children

whose science experiences are limited'almost

entirely to reading abo t science or listening to

their teacher tell them bout science are neither

learning science as it really is, nor developing

basic skills. Glenn Blough(16) advisei us, "Don't

overdo reading. Use it after first.r.hand experiences

not as a beginning activity. Encourage children



to read on their own, but don't use it as the

major activity."

III.B.4. Children working together in pairs, small

6roups, or as a whole class can- learn much from

ideas shared with each other. Explaining one's

ideas in clear, understandable language is an

excellent way to promote verbal skill development

and improve thinking. Children who are exposed

various viewpoints will evaluate their own views

more realistically. Class discussions also allow

the teacher to gauge individual and class

progress(17).

III.B.5. Many teachers are surprised when.childr n who

have difficulty reading perform as well as

better than other children during science.

POrhaps they shouldn't be surprised: The rUleS of

the game are different. In Science they

obserVe explore, and discover,. They

thinking skills and express thdir ideas

withoUt dependence on the written word.. For many

children with limited rdading skills, a hands-on

science class is one of the few places in school

where they an attain success. Activity-centered

science classes provide many opportunities for

children demonstrate talents such as\\ cre-
\

ativity, critical thinking, speaking'\skills,



which may not be demonstrated readily in classes

heavily dependent upon reading.

111.13.6. More and more, teachers are recognizing

that individual differences among children present

a persistent problem that must be dealt with.

More and more, they are saying that children

should have some choice `in what and how.they

learn. More and more, we are becoming aware that

children can learn much from individual work with

materials and from each other as from teachers(18).

Look for children engaged in-IndividuaL-science

projects or working at learning centers or dis-

cussing their ideas with each other. A good

science program will provide activities, to help

teachers cope with individual differences.

III.B.7. Kids are natural explorers. They to

look under rocks,'catch bugs, collect.frogs and

toads, and.smell wildflowers. They liketo.pushi

probe, feeli.and try. They are curious. There

no better place than in science to encourage

children to explore, to learn'about.their envi-

ronment and themselves, to find out what makes-

things tick, or. to test the limits of 'their

imaginations. Science, whether in a classroom,

the school lawn, or in a nearby park o

should be the place where discovery

is

on

. ,D



curiosity rewarded. Askin

'\

questions of nature

and finding answers for themselves is the very

essence of science and of le rning how to learn

'for a lifetime.

IV. ASSESSING SCIENCE RESOURCES AND FA ItITIES

Science materials and supplies form the backbone

of a good elementary science progra Just as reading

cannot be taught without books or .wr ting without

pencils and paper, science cannot be taught without

materials and supplies for the childrIen to,get their

hands on. Experiences are 6fsclence, real

experiences with objects'and events. This section will

consider the availability of science resources and

facilities and the means to acquire them.

IV.A. LOOKING FOR SCIENCE IN,THE CLASSROOMS

Most science will be, taught in self-contained

classrooms or, less often, in classooms specif-

ically designated for science nstrltion. Your

judgment about the adequacy of your science

resources and facilities will be detel

what you observe in those classrooms.

and look for evidence that hands-on,

centered, participatory science

is being
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IV.A.1. Science materials should be available in

sufficient quantities to allow all students to

have hands-on science experience's. Look for

objects the children use, objects such as magnets,

batteries and bulbs, pulleys, aquaria, plants,

rocks, buttons, and thermometers. If kits, such

as SCIS, ESS, or others are available, spot check

them to see if most of all of the materials that

are supposed to be available are available.

Many educators feel that science cannot be

taught without a lot' of expensive, sophisticated

materials. We know from experience that that is

simply not true. Good science teachers take

advantage of free and inexpensive materials and do

an-excellent---job--of involving children. Many

commercial programs also stress the use of simple,

relatively inexpensive equipment and supplies.

Styrofoam cups or Big Mac boxes make excellent

planter for seeds purchased'in a supermarket.

Wooden dowels make excellent shadow sticks. Soda

straws make good building materials for testing

durability and strength. Children can make their.

own "metersticks" from oaktag, cardboard, or

construction paper. The possibilities are unlimited.

However, many good science programs have never

gotten off the ground because teachers were

expected to provide too much equipment on their

own and they simply had neither the time nor the
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interest to do so. Most successful science pro-

grams provide materials for use by the teachers:

IV.A.2. Many science supply areas and, kits look

like Mother Hubbard's Cupboard--bare. Every

materials- centered program is going to require

periodic replacements. Science is no exception.

Spot check some of your science storage areas to
\

determine if items have been reordered and re-

placed.

It is the classroom teacher's obligation to'

identify his or her science needs and initiate

requests for replacement. As principal, it is

your responsibility to see that such needs are met

if they are realistic and within the parameters of

your budget.

IV.A.3. The classroom ShoUld have adequate storage

space for science Supplies and equipment. Space

may range from as little as several shelves in a

closet to built-in cabinets provided specifically

for science storage. If your science program

iincludes kits, storage spce s already provided

in the kits. Examine the science storage areasin

your classrooms.- Are they adequate now? Would

they be adequate 'if the school were to adopt a new

program which included 'a

supplies and eq4pment?

considerable inventory of
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IV.A.4, Most science lessons are probably taught

without the use of running water, sinks, and

electrical outlets, but it sure helps to have

these facilities when they are needed. Such

facilities, though not absolutely n cessary,'make

the teaching of science more convenient for the

teachers.

IV.A.5. Classrooms where science is taught should

be interesting rooms to visit.- Upon entering you

should expect to see visible evidence that science

is happening. Animals in cages, terraria, or

aquaria,' growing plants, on-going experiments

shelves of science - related books, bulletin boards,

curiosity- corners, science tables, or other

science phenomena should readily meet the eye. If\

they do not, there i6 probably not much science

teaching and learning going on in that/room,

IV.A.6. Look
\

around the room. Is there physical

evidence that science content and processes are

being applied to other curricular areas or to the

students' lives in and out of school ?' / Are there

classroom displays of science-relatedestories,

reports, or poems? Are there graphic or tabular

displays of data from investigations? Are there

drawings or posters of things children have

studied? Are projects or investigations
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which show evidence of their work in science? ,

Children who are actively involved in science will

have something to show for, it. Look, for it during

your c

IV.A.7. E

especi

dren.

progra

experi

assroom visits.

periences with objects and events are

11y important for elementary school p 1-

They are at the heart of a good science \

However, while children' cannot possibly

nce everything, they can build on their

experi nces through reading.

Bloks in the classroom, can help extend

their science experiences..",) A garter snake's visit

to class is a natural lead-in to reading about

snakes around the world. Building aquaria with

guppies, snails, and water plants provides the

foundation for reading about life in oceans.

Using a cell and wire to light a flashlight bulb

is the forerunner to reading books about elec-

\tricity-rand other forms-of energy. Books and

other reading materials, selected for their_

potential to build on earlier science experiences,

are valuable learning resources in good science.

classrooms.

IV.B. LOOKING FOR SCIENCE BEYOND THE CLASSROOMS

Science is not limited to the cl.assroom.

Good science programs extend science/ beyond the



classroom,wall - to the,furnace room for an energy

lesson, to the lawn for a food-chain game, to the-

graireyard to,study the effect of air pollution on

tombstones, to a stream tO observe crayfish, to a

zoo to study ,animal adaptations. What resources

do you have near your school? Do you encourage

your teachers to use therl?'.

IV.B.1. Children can learn a lot of science outside

the classroom. Field trips can be as short as to

the school lawn or as long as to, a museum miles

away. The important,thing is that they happen,

that children have the'; opportunity to participate

in real activities and,observe real events. It's

difficult to match the excitement of seeing flying

squirrels glide from their nests during a trip to

the forest,.or the apprehension caused by the

sight of a garter snake in the grass, or the

curiOsity_created by an .anteater at a zoo. Such

experiences are the stuff of which interest is

built and concepts conceived. Good 'science

programs provide fpr such opportunities.

IV.B.2, Science books are popular among kids.

Research supports that contention. Sarah Graham,

a libearian in Rochester, New York, kept records

of what book children signed out of her library

for a year.. Zhe found that they selected science

-el. .1124.... Qp.e.6:ZA ea 73.



as the second most popular category ofbooks. The

first was fiction, and some of these books were in

science fields or science fiction(19). Check your

library Ahelves.,', Are your' holdings in science

adequate? Perhaps you can
c
encodrage.Your li-

brarian and your teachers to be on the lookout for

science books they can recommend for children.

Science books can help children build upon and

extend their classroom experiences.

IV.C. ACQUIRING SCIENCE MATERIALS

As principal one of your major roles is to

ensure that teachers have materials to teach with

and pupils have materials to learn with. Because

science is a subject area that is so materials-

oriented,,it is imperative that you have,a system

for acquiing the needed resources, a system; that

is economical in terms of time, effort e and money

and one that gets the materials efficiently,' and

effectively to where they are needed--the Class-

rooms.

IV.C.1. .We have called materials the backbone of

the science,program because they are the objects

of the pupils' hands-on experiences. Without

them, little real science can be taught. Science

materials and equipment should be located in the

clasSrodms where they WilIbe used: :As:'Bethel



George(20) point out, "equipment should be in ,a

place where teachers-and students have access to

it quickly and easily at

IV-C.2,- :It sziMplygood sense

who are expected to use science

selection, While this sounds good' .in theOry,' it

. often doesn't work that way in Practice., Fre-
,

:quantly*teacherS are not COnsulted and :as

result, feel

someone else

that they have been saddled..with

s selection. Often such purchases

may be inappropriate to the needs of the teachers.

Teachers must be involved in the selection. and

purchasing process Not only=will their partic-
.

ipation increase the likelihood of wise choices,

but by allowing them to Share in the decision-
'

making process, you will give them a stake in

using the materials to make the science program,

If the procedures for ordering scienc!

materials are not reasonable, simple,' and eifi-

cient, then it is Unlikely that they will.be used.

As a result, there will be few materials for

children to use in the classrooms. Review our

ordering procedures periodically with your teachers.
I

Ask how they can be improved and made more

All too often elementary/teachers
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'simply donit know how to go about reque ting or

ordering materials. 'Make sure your to chers are

familiar with your school s ordering rocedures.

IV.C.4. Teachers have .the main respons bility for

inventorying, rdering, storing, a science

\ ,materials saf ly. As ou can help them

by preparing 1inventory forms, by instructing them

on ordering rocedures, by providing storage

lfacilities hen required, and bar setting standards

for safety. But it is they whj must follow

through by .carrying out these asks. It is

important or teachers to kno both'their respon-

ibilitie and your expectati ns.
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